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Beauty And The Beast
Special K – and we don’t mean the cereal
By Larry Romestant #46373

IN 1978, IN FRANKFURT GERMANY I

rode my first Boxer, an R75/5 for about 10
seconds. I could not wait to get off the thing
and get back on my trusty 1977 Honda
CB750K7. It was too tall, did not stop well
and felt weird. It pitched to the right when I
rolled on the throttle and back to the left
when I rolled off, and it felt heavy and slow.
Looking back I suppose I was just not
enlightened enough, or too unsophisticated
and unappreciative of the heritage of that
proud bucket of bolts. That and my 750
Honda was just so much faster and
smoother and frankly cooler. I put the
experience out of my mind and forgot
about BMW’s altogether, or so I thought.
Ten years later I’m back in northeast Ohio
working as a mechanic at a local Yamaha/
BMW dealer when I had my second
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encounter with a Beemer. At the time I was
commuting back and forth on a bland but
reliable 1981 Honda CB650 Four Custom.
One afternoon I was pushing a new bike I
has just uncrated and assembled into the
front showroom when I noticed a black
R75/5 toaster alone in the corner looking lost
and forlorn. On a whim (at the time I was
not permitted to test ride any bikes) I asked if
I could take the old boy for a spin. The sales
manager relented and within a few minutes I
was on the road. I will never forget the ride.
The moment I opened the throttle on
that brisk autumn afternoon a smile formed
involuntarily on my lips, which grew wider
and wider the faster I went until I was
laughing out loud, the rush of cold air
forced the top edge of my visor-less helmet
back, momentarily stealing my breath away

as the strap tightened around my throat
almost choking me. That brief moment in
time more than 20 years ago was an epiphany and the beginning of an enduring love
affair with BMWs.
That very afternoon I traded my Honda
and 500 hard-earned bucks for the /5 and
rode it home after work. Since then I have
owned several other Beemers, all Boxers, a
1974 R90/6, a 1974 R90/S, a 1988 R100RS
and my one and only new bike so far, a
2002 R1150RT. Mixed in were a few Hondas, a Moto Guzzi and a Duck, several Triumphs and an award winning custom pearl
and gold 1981 Kawasaki KZ1000. However,
my first love was always the venerable
Boxer in any form.
That all changed in 2004. One day while
loafing around in my townhouse garage the

mail carrier stopped by to chat. She said she
noticed the BMWs in my garage and
wanted to let me know she had one in her
garage as well. It had been parked for more
than three years on a battery tender and
would not start. She could not remember
what model it was but if I wanted it she
would give me a great deal. Seems it had
survived a minor tremor though a utility
shelf had fallen on it and the insurance
claim covered the damage and I could have
it for a few hundred dollars.
Not one to pass up a good deal, I got her
address and stopped over later in the week
to see what it was. It was a purple K bike.
The license plate read GR8PAPE. I was initially crestfallen, then intrigued, and finally
decided what the heck; at least I can get it
running and sell it for a profit on eBay. It was

ugly. I knew nothing about the models at the
time, but it had this funky black plastic
headlight cowl and bulky turn signals, and
there was this weird cover over the radiator
and silly triangular-shaped muffler. It was
hideous. The wheels made me hungry for
Honey Comb cereal. I even remember hearing the commercial jingle going through my
head; “Honey Comb won’t you be my baby
Honey Comb be my gal…” Later I learned it
was a 1990 K75 Standard, and the wheels
were called ‘Y’ spoke.
It took a few hours and several hundred
more dollars over the purchase price to get
it running (new fuel pump and carrier and
injectors, tank flush and oil change which I
did in her garage) It started right up, but the
sound was awful. It emitted this annoying
wheezy whine giving the impression that it

had no get up and go because it ran too
smooth to have any muscle. I got on it, (it
was tall!) clicked it into first gear and took
off in the townhouse parking lot. I immediately flashed back to that second encounter
with the toaster and back came the smile
and spontaneous laughter. Up until then I
considered myself the stoic purist, and I
shunned the Boxer’s ugly stepsister, the Flying Brick. It was another epiphany.
What a ride! It was reasonably fast with
gobs of torque and smooth as silk. It was so
much fun to ride that I almost forgot how
much I hated how it looked. It wasn’t until I
got off of it that it came flooding back to me
just how aesthetically unappealing it was.
No matter. I reasoned as long as I was riding
the thing I would not have to look at it, so
no harm no foul.
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That twisted logic lasted about a month. I
was determined to turn the duckling into a
swan. I had seen a few decent looking K
bikes, the owners attempting valiantly to
give their K’s facelifts. (I learned right away
after becoming a K bike owner how many
other owners loved their K’s for their performance, reliability and ease of maintenance, but hated the style and look of the
thing. I cannot tell you how many times I
have heard, “The K75 was my favorite bike,
best BMW ever built. I don’t know why
BMW discontinued making them and why
they had to be so unattractive.”
I had heard enough. As an engineer, I
thrive on problem solving, and updating
the venerable little K bike seemed a challenge I wanted to sink my teeth into. To date
I have built five “Special K’s.”
The first one is the reincarnation of my
beloved ‘Grape Ape’. I made no major
mechanical modifications other than to
graft on a paralever and pitch the stock turn
signals. The bike is for all intents and purposes stock with some major cosmetic
updates. The headlight is the stock unit
which was revealed when I extricated it
from underneath that hideous shroud and
had it chrome plated. The paint is 80s-era
Ford Champaign Gold. The wheels were
stripped and painted with Wurth Silver
metallic and clear coated. The radiator
shroud was painted flat black in an attempt
to make it disappear. Other additions
include driving lights and an aftermarket
windscreen, aftermarket turn signals the

There is Beauty ...
front being mounted on the shroud.
The second bike started life as a 1996
K1100RS salvage acquisition. I stripped off
the plastic parts; powder coated the frame
and foot-peg plates, updated the headlight
and changed the handlebar. The ignition
switch tower was lopped off of the top triple
clamp and was replaced with a K75 switch
and relocated to the coil cover. The bike was
painted a striking candy apple red. No radiator shroud, the reason being I wanted the
bike to have a more muscular look, evoking
the K1200R. (That and because I could not
find a used three piece shroud for a

... and the Beast.
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reasonable price anywhere, and I am still
looking.) The wheels are OEM 1986
K100RSRS Motorsport SE pieces complete
with the factory hand painted red
pinstripes.
The third build was a 1987 K75C. The
most significant update is the instrument
cluster. With the 1991 K75 I painted the
OEM cluster housing sliver and chromed
the bottom plate and bracket. I have always
disliked the look and performance of the
stock cluster and decided with the K75C I
would eliminate it. The gauges are digital
and all critical warning and indicator lights
are present. The change in overall appearance is striking. The bike has a much lighter
feel to it, and the steel blue metallic Glasurit
softens the bulky form. Overall the bike
looks contemporary even with the funky
triangular exhaust!
The forth build is truly special. I built
this for my wife, Carol, as her first motorcycle. It has been something I have been
percolating over for several years. The
intent was to create a retro modern looking
bike that would appeal to women as well as
men. Every attempt was made to soften the
lines, and to blend in the bulky bits, such as
the intake plenum and filter box. The
socket head cap screws are capped with
chrome accent buttons to make them less
obvious. The passenger grab handle
recesses in the tailpiece were filled and the
grab handles eliminated. The engine covers
are richly chromed with body color accents.

The headlight is an R69S piece as are the
headlight ears. The handlebar is from an
R60US. The front fork is a K75S model,
internally shortened 1½ inches and replacing the mono lever with a Paralever lengthens the wheelbase by over two inches. Tank
emblems are pre-WWII copper serif reproductions. The rear shock is ¾ inch shorter
and the wheels are chrome plated
1996K110RS , the rear 18" the front 17".
The bike sits low and is very stable. The
suspension up front is extremely compliant
and provides a smooth comfortable ride and
the bike feels planted in the canyons. The
color is stunning. It is Elfen Bein, or Elephant
Ivory, the color of the R1200C James Bond
bike. Braking in front is through two pot
calipers mounted on custom offset brackets
and 305mm floating disks managed by a
20mm master cylinder. The exhaust is replica /5 stainless. The bike sounds like a ‘K
Whiner’ coming at you and a /2 when it goes
by. We affectionately call it “Beauty.”

DynoJet Power Commander PCIII USB
fuel injection controller into the stock FI
harness. The system is currently closed loop
so adjustments are limited to air/fuel ratio
changes. The engine is currently set for an
A/F ratio of 13.8:1. Throttle response is
immediate and due to the intake runner
length and better power to weight ratio the
engine pulls incredibly strong with massive
amounts of torque. I plan to put the bike on
a dyno soon and run the FI in open loop
and experiment with fuel mappings.
Though the power is brutal, it is extremely
manageable and the bike is an absolute blast
to ride. The exhaust is true dual all
stainless steel, the header is Staintune 4
into 2 with a hand fabricated mandrel
bent crossover under the transmission.
Both the center and side stands have been
retained. Mufflers are Kehin Conti
replicas and the sound is unlike any K
bike. The resonance at idle shakes the
ground and the wail at speed is deep and
beast-like, hence the name. The power
gets

THE FIFTH BUILD IS “THE BEAST.” IT STARTED OUT
TO BE CUSTOM CAFÉ STYLE AND EVOLVED.
The fifth build is “The Beast.” It started
out to be custom café style and evolved.
This is another retro modern as it incorporates pieces from several models and years.
The headlight I built myself after recently
observing a Rauch version for sale on eBay
that was built in Germany some 50 years
ago. The Rauch three-hole bucket is different in that the third gauge eliminates the
crescent shaped generator and neutral indicator lights where mine does not. Both are
based on /2 buckets. The Beast’s headlight is
from an R51/3 and has the recessed bowl
feature on the underside originally intended
to provide mounting clearance for the horn.
The frame is ’86 K100RS, and the engine is
from a 2004 K1200RS.
Like Beauty, the Beast is shortened fore
and aft and sports the modified K75S fork.
The ugly black plastic standard intake plenum has been replaced with four mandrel
bent polished stainless steel intake runners
coupled to stock K1200RS throttle bodies
and 45mm Weber carburetor style velocity
stacks with wire mesh screens. The ignition
is stock K1100 Motronic however I grafted a

Look for Larry’s bikes at the 2010
BMW MOA International Rally in
Redmond this month!
Larry Romestant is a mechanical engineer
currently working from home. He has been
building and riding everything conceivable
since before he was old enough to knock over
his dad’s ’68 Riverside 250. Larry lives with
his wife and three children in Northridge,
California. His Web site is http://specialks.
net. The Bloch+Coulter site is http://blochcoulter.com.

Redmond 2010
Oil Change
Lounge
Check Yer Oil, There Slick?
AS LONG DISTANT RIDERS,

we’re well aware of the need to
change the oil in our motorcycles at
frequent intervals. It’s not always
that simple! We have requirements
for special filters and oil that you just
don’t go down to the local “Speedy
Lube” to get. Not that I’d let those
guys change my oil anyway!
The good news is that BMW MOA
has provided an oil change station
every year at the National Rally, for
as long as I can remember. We’ll
provide you with a place to change
your oil and filter, a safe place to
dispose of your old stuff, and tools to
do the job. We also have an air
compressor on hand, so you can
check your tire pressure.
The biggest problem in the past
has been the need to carry your oil
and filter with you to the Rally. To
the best of my knowledge, there’s
never been a certainty of having a
vendor on site with oil and filter kits.
As the Oil Change Chairman, I’m
committed to fix this problem. So
just let me say that I have word that
a vendor will be on site at Redmond,
with genuine BMW oil, filters and
crush washers. I’ve also been told
that there will be a vendor for a
popular brand of synthetic oil on
hand. So you have one less thing to
carry on the trip, or worry about.
We’ll be open from 9-5, Thursday
and Friday, and 9-4 on Saturday.
Bruce Davidson #1074, 2010 Oil Change
Rally Chair
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